QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF EXPOSURE INHOMOGENEITY IN TERMS OF EYE LENS AND EXTREMITY MONITORING FOR RADIATION WORKERS IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY.
To manage the equivalent doses for radiation workers, exposure inhomogeneity is an important factor in the decision-making process related to protection measures and additional monitoring. Our previous study proposed the methodology to evaluate the inhomogeneity of exposure quantitatively. In this study, we applied proposed method to five different types of actual exposure situations encountered in the nuclear industry. Two of them were conventionally characterized as homogeneous exposure, and the other three were conventionally characterized as inhomogeneous exposure. The evaluation of homogeneity exposure was conducted using Monte Carlo calculations with two simplified models, which were then verified with phantom experiments. Consequently, all of the evaluations reproduced the experimental results, implying that our proposed method would be applicable for actual work conditions in the nuclear industry. Furthermore, the two presumed homogeneous exposure situations were found to be rather inhomogeneous because of the contribution of positrons and the limited source region. The results also show that the worker's posture has an impact on the inhomogeneity rather than the energy of incident radiation in nuclear works. The investigation also implies that obtaining the information on the most probable posture of the exposed worker, as well as the existence of the weekly penetrating radiation such as β± ray as a main source of exposure would be the key for more precise estimation.